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This report tells the story of how the city set ambitious carbon reduction targets
in 2011. It illustrates what progress we've made, sets out the actions being taken
and analyses our prospects of meeting our targets.

2005
City emissions are just over
1 million tonnes CO2e*

2011

2012

City Council sets target to
reduce emissions by 40%
from 2005 to 2020

City emissions are around
891,000 tonnes CO2e

Low Carbon Oxford
pathfinders adopt target as
a collaborative goal

2005

2020

*CO2e stands for "carbon dioxide equivalents". It's a unit allowing us to compare different greenhouse gases
on the basis of their global-warming potential: for example 1kg of methane can be expressed as 25kg of carbon.
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2016
Major projects have
been delivered: MINI Plant
solar roof top; Low Carbon
Hub community energy
social enterprise in place; a
Low Emissions Zone is in
place in the city centre for
local buses

2020
Our target is within our
grasp, we have what it
takes to meet it and by
keeping our resolve and
working together we will
do it

Supporting statements

T

C

he rise in temperatures isn't inevitable, it’s a choice. This
Council and our allies choose a sustainable city, country,
and planet that works for everyone. Our target to reduce
the city’s carbon emissions by 40% by 2020 compared to
2005 is ambitious. As this report shows, we’re getting there, with
the car factory, the hospitals, transport providers, ourselves, and
others straining to save energy and
cut costs. Now we have to make a
step-change to exceed this
milestone target.
We’re at a crossroads. We have to
rethink how the council becomes
more energy efficient in the leanest
of times. We have to re-imagine
how we deepen cooperation with longstanding partners and kickstart relationships with the city’s innovators.
Ours isn't merely a vision of a low-carbon city, it’s a vision of a
shared economy with co-operatives and community-led companies
reducing carbon, investing in skills, growing productivity, and
caring about customers and consumers, community and the planet.
Our warming world is crying out for action. I’m thrilled that this
report shows a world-leading city and council giving priority to the
climate crisis. I’m still more thrilled that we’re turning a page on
our energy future and driving debate about the type of society we
want to live and work in.

limate change is a global problem, so it’s perhaps
tempting to think of it as an issue best left to
international negotiators and government. And, of
course, they have a role. The 2015 Paris Climate
Agreement last year was a major step forward; and our
Government’s action now needs to catch up with its rhetoric. But
the research evidence shows the progress made so far in reducing
emissions has not come from grandiose international schemes
like carbon markets. On the contrary, the key actions have been,
and will go on being, much closer to home, in investments in
renewable energy, improving energy
efficiency and consuming more
sustainably. So cities are well-placed
to encourage and coordinate – hence
the low carbon route map for Oxford.
It sets clear targets and provides a
framework for action by households,
communities, businesses and the
public sector. It challenges us all to do
better, but also reminds us that individual actions are not a futile
gesture, but part of a bigger movement to protect us all from the
threat of climate change.

“Ours isn't
merely a vision of
a low-carbon city,
it’s a vision of a
shared economy.”

“Government’s
action now
needs to catch
up with its
rhetoric.”

Councillor Tom Hayes

Prof. Nick Eyre

Board Member for a Safer and Greener Environment
Oxford City Council

Professor of Energy and Climate Policy,
University of Oxford
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Oxford’s Choices
1 million tonnes CO2e

In 2005
Oxford had a population of around 140,000 and city-wide emissions
were around one million tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalent
(CO2e) per year. Climate change was creeping up the public agenda and
the city was already in the process of modernising its transport system
in order to address congestion and air pollution. In the next few years
national policy would deliver the Act On CO2 campaign, interest free
loans for energy efficiency for SMEs and ‘feed-in tariffs’ for those
installing solar panels or other renewable energy generation.

In 2011
Oxford set an ambitious target: a
40% reduction in carbon
emissions by 2020.
This target was set in Oxford City
Council’s first sustainability strategy
published that year. The target was
adopted by the Low Carbon
Oxford partnership, which by
then had grown to 25 organisations,
as a collaborative goal. The
partnership published its Building
Momentum report to set out the
initiatives that members were taking
forwards.
The target is based on a 2005
baseline and its scope included
emissions reductions from the
decarbonisation of the national
electricity grid.

In 2010
The Low Carbon Oxford
partnership was formed by 15
founding members – who we
call pathfinders - who
committed to reducing their
emissions by at least 3% per year
and to work together to gain
greater reductions than could be
delivered acting alone.
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Oxford’s Choices
In 2012
In 2015
The city council signed up to the Covenant of Mayors: a
climate change mitigation initiative launched in 2008 by the
European Commission. Signatory cities pledge to
reduce their emissions by at least 20% by 2020 and
40% by 2030. Cities also commit to producing a
‘Sustainable Energy Action Plan’ to set out how they will
meet their pledge.

Today
Organisations around the city have taken
significant action to reduce emissions since
2012. In producing this report we have captured
those actions in order to predict our chance of
success in 2020. The biggest project is MINI
Plant’s huge rooftop solar panel
installation, but we also know that significant
incremental change has occurred. Our bus
companies have reduced tailpipe emissions
through improved buses and driver training; the
universities both have in place ambitious
carbon management plans and have delivered
improvements across their estates. The city
council is proud that it has met its target of
reducing emissions by 5% every year.

1 Emissions quoted are estimates based on the modelling undertaken by Aether Ltd.
See Appendix A for a description of the methodology

Our latest, analysed dataset on carbon emissions is from
2012. By then the city’s emissions had dropped by 12.8%
to just under 900 thousand tonnes of CO2e per
year1. Part of the reason that reducing emissions is difficult
is that Oxford is the eighth-fastest growing city in England
and by 2012 its population had increased to around
150,000. This means that emissions per person had
decreased by the much larger factor of approximately
18% between 2005 and 2012.

Emissions decreased
by around 18%
per person

Where next?
Oxford has recognised strengths. It has a rich,
knowledge-based economy and the opportunity for
local public and private sector organisations to work
closely with researchers to pilot the latest low carbon
technologies and processes right here.
We are a small city, ideal for testing out new
technologies and adopting them at lower cost than
elsewhere. Oxfordshire has extremely active
communities and the highest density of social
enterprises in the county: we're a recognised leader
in community renewable energy innovation.
Drawing on these strengths, sharing our knowledge
and collaborating on projects enables us to reduce
our emissions in order to meet our target.
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Oxford’s Choices

The future for Oxford…
With action…
Our urban
landscape
integrates the
historic buildings
with modern
needs

People and their
needs are the
focus of our built
environment

Energy
efficiency and
renewable energy
are successfully
integrated into our
built heritage

Energy
consumption and
cost is minimised
by high levels of
energy efficiency

Energy
production is
decentralised and
produced from
local, renewable
sources

A city-wide,
low-carbon and
intelligent energy
system spreads
the benefits of
local energy
across the city

Oxford’s air is
clean and our
streets are
pleasant

We get around
the city by walking
and cycling on
safe, accessible
routes

Traffic is
reduced by mass
transit and
consolidation of
deliveries into the
city centre

Our approach to
waste has
changed
fundamentally

Where waste
cannot be reused
or recycled it is
used for energy
generation

Oxford’s
resilience has
increased thanks
to its reduced
global, material
footprint

Without action…
Our
buildings

Our
energy

Our
transport

Our
waste
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New houses
meet only the
minimum energy
standards and lack
integrated
renewable
generation

Our older
building stock has
poor energy
performance
resulting in high
bills for residents
and businesses

Local economic
opportunities have
been missed
through a lack of
investment

Oxfordshire
spends over £1bn
on carbon-based
energy
consumption each
year

Little of this
energy is produced
in the county so
nearly all of that
money is leaving
our local economy

We have missed
out on a more
resilient energy
system that
enables local
production and
creates local jobs

Air quality
remains poor and
leads to poor
health and early
deaths

Journeys are
characterised by
noisy, polluted
traffic jams

Tourism,
business and
quality of life for
residents are
suffering

Oxford
continues to
depend on around
12,000 tonnes of
materials every
day

Oxford is
exporting its
carbon emissions
through its supply
chain

This global
footprint presents
risks due to climate
change, population
growth and
economic events
around the world

A Route Map to 2020

Reporting progress and checking our plan
The purpose of this report is to put our 2020 target, and our
plan to achieve it, on a more rigorous footing.
In 2013 Oxford City Council set out a high level plan for
delivering the 2020 target in its Low Emissions Strategy. In
addition, the City Council, as a signatory to the Covenant of
Mayors, must also produce a Sustainable Energy Action Plan
according to the Covenant’s methodology.
The graph below restates our target: to reduce carbon
equivalent emissions by 40% by 2020, on a 2005 baseline,
including the decarbonisation associated with the national
electricity grid. As described on the right, the emissions
calculations method for the Covenant of Mayors is different

So we
need to
reduce
more...

l grow
sions wil

is

hing, em

Carbon Emissions

not
If we do

from the method used by local authorities in the UK. So to
account for the difference, our Covenant of Mayors’
Sustainable Energy Action Plan target is 25% rather than
40%.
Aether Ltd was commissioned by Oxford City Council to
undertake analysis of the city’s emissions and projected
emissions to 2020. The actions were identified in five
workshops held with local stakeholders and experts in
February 2016. These workshops focused on the following
themes: energy consumption in buildings, renewable energy
generation, transport, waste and strategic challenges and
opportunities.

... to reach
our target

Target
for 2020
emissions

2005

2020
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The Covenant of Mayors
and the Sustainable Energy
Action Plan method
The Covenant of Mayors is a global climate change mitigation
initiative launched in 2008 by the European Commission.
Signatory cities pledge to reduce their emissions by at least 20%
by 2020 and 40% by 2030. Cities also commit to producing a
‘Sustainable Energy Action Plan’ to set out how they will meet
their pledge.
Oxford City Council signed up to the Covenant of Mayors in
September 2015; this document summarises the process
through which Oxford’s Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP)
was developed. Further information on the methodology for
the SEAP is given in Appendix A.
The methodology for the SEAP provides a standardised
way to predict emissions reductions, providing a useful
way not only to set policy locally, but also to benchmark
it against other cities in the Covenant of Mayors
community. The SEAP is not just intended to reduce
emissions from the councils’s operations, it includes
action to reduce emissions from all sources within
Oxford’s territory and is therefore a key challenge for the
public, private and residential sectors alike.
Covenant of Mayors rules stipulate that the impact of
national grid decarbonisation should not contribute
towards SEAP targets, a key element of Oxford’s 40%
emission reduction plan. Therefore, this report references
two targets:
• The overall objective to reduce emissions by 40% by
2020 in absolute terms (i.e. including the impact of grid
decarbonisation);
• The objective to reduce emissions by 25% by 2020
through local action only (i.e. excluding the impact of
grid decarbonisation).

A Route Map to 2020

Results and projections
This graph shows Oxford’s 2005 emissions, 2012 emissions and the projection of
our emissions from 2012 to 2020. The top arrow shows the projected ‘business as
usual’ emissions for the city. The segments in the final column show the actions
that have been taken since 2012, or are planned to be implemented by 2020.
Contributions of each action are broken down on the chart.
This shows that we have made steady progress since 2005 and our actions and
intentions are matched to our ambitions for success. However in order to meet
the target we need a faster rate of emissions reduction from 2012 to 2020
compared with 2005 to 2012. So a concerted effort is needed
to ensure we meet our goals.

If we do

tonnes
of CO2e
Total reductions achieved by 2012
TRANSPORT
Chiltern Railway Cowley branch
Low Emissions Zone
Go Ultra Low Oxford
Train electrification
Oxford City Council - Fleet energy reduction
Road biofuels & vehicle efficiencies
Low Carbon Oxford North electric vehicle Summertown
OTHER
Waste incineration and recycling
Low Carbon Oxford Group tree planting West Oxford
MUNICIPAL, TERTIARY, RESIDENTIAL AND INDUSTRIAL BUILDINGS
Oxford City Council - Own estate reductions
Low Carbon Oxford Pathfinders - Commercial
Planning for low carbon development
University of Oxford
Oxford Brookes University
NHS - Lighting retrofit
National Policy e.g. building regulations, products, smart metering
OCC private & social housing energy efficiency measures
Low Carbon Oxford North housing refurbishment
Oxford City Council - LED lights
Low Carbon Oxford Pathfinders - Industrial
LOCAL ELECTRICITY & HEAT/COLD PRODUCTION
Community renewable energy schemes
Project ERIC
MINI Plant & Oxford Bus Company PV installation
NHS Energy Link
TOTAL FURTHER REDUCTIONS REQUIRED BY 2020

Actions
towards CO2
reduction

ill grow

ions w
, emiss

nothing

Target
for 2020
emissions

2005

2012

2020

131,104
21,753
675
2,719
31
574
613
17,140
1
11,585
11,583
1
101,174
1,799
2,655
17,000
27,293
3,128
461
47,350
272
5
37
1,146
12,298
427
94
1,438
10,339
146,810

The following pages show the actions taken across the city since 2012, and planned up to 2020, by sector:

Buildings

Energy

Transport

Waste

Emissions from energy
use in buildings

Emissions offset/saved by
renewable energy generation

Emissions associated
with transport

Reducing emissions by reduction or
processing of waste materials
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Buildings

A Route Map to better buildings...
What we’ve done

As technologies such as LED lighting have
become cheaper, more projects have
become viable. This is how most carbon
management plans (CMPs) are
implemented and why smaller organisations
find it harder to reduce their emissions.
Residents living in older, historic buildings
face high energy bills and more costly
efficiency measures. They need support to
implement these while maintaining the
heritage character of their property.

emissions have led to significant changes.

In 2005 Oxford emissions from buildings
and industry were around 863 thousand
tonnes of CO2e. The concept of a “smart
home energy system” meant a
programmable thermostat at best and the
thought of controlling our heating from our
phones was still the work of science fiction.
Since then policies that have improved the
efficiency of white goods, incentivised
installation of insulation on houses and
required organisations to report their

The Challenges
The actions to reduce building and
industrial emissions are incremental and
require an on-going effort to achieve them.
Large organisations have become experts at
identifying potential
efficiency projects
and assessing the
business case for
investing in them.

Buildings emissions have
fallen by 6% from 2005 to
2012 including around
62,000 tCO2e of reductions
in the industrial sector

these impacts:
• continued implementation of CMPs by
our large institutions, including Oxford
City Council, University of Oxford,
Oxford Brookes University and University
of Oxford Hospitals NHS Trust
• roll-out of national policy measures
supporting sustainability through building
regulations, smart metering and improved
product standards.

By 2020...
Oxford’s CO2e emissions from buildings and
industry will have reduced further thanks to

• a high impact housing refurbishment
project led by Low Carbon Oxford North.

The University of
Oxford Hospitals NHS
Trust has implemented
an LED retrofit
Could Oxford
become world
leaders in solving
the ‘hard-to-treat’
houses?
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Case studies
Linacre College - Engaging students in
saving energy
Linacre is one of the newer Oxford colleges,
founded in 1962, and has a reputation for green
innovation: solar panels on the roof, meat free
days, an active Green Society and its own
allotment. It is also the first college to invest
£100,000 in the Low Carbon Hub’s community,
renewable energy scheme.
Every year the college appoints two "Green
Students". These are paid positions, supported by
an anonymous donor. The students are expected
to commit some time every month to making
Linacre ‘greener’. There are two distinct roles:
• Behavioural change - increasing awareness of
green issues within the student body e.g. through
events like Linacre Green Games, which make
saving the environment fun.
• Technical & financial - monitoring emissions
and suggesting new ways to make the college
more energy efficient. For example; floor-byfloor electricity monitoring recently installed in
the Griffiths building.

Warming Barton
Making ‘hard to treat’ homes warmer and more energy
efficient in a deprived neighbourhood
Barton in Oxford is ranked amongst the 15%
most deprived neighbourhoods in England.
Its basic, steel frame pre-fabricated houses
don’t retain heat, leading to high fuel bills
and impacts on health and wellbeing. Low
Carbon Hub (the Hub) partnered with
Oxford City Council to run a pilot to
improve the energy efficiency of homes in
Barton. Following a successful community
engagement programme, a total of 119
households signed up and received a free
energy efficiency assessment and advice,
resulting in 579 recommended actions, 206

NHS Energy Link set to save
270,000 tonnes of CO2 over 25 years
A new gas fired Combined Heat & Power engine at
the John Radcliffe (JR) Hospital will generate
electricity for both the JR and the neighbouring
Churchill Hospital. The two hospitals will be
connected by the Energy Link pipeline that will
carry hot water, and a high voltage cable for high
speed internet. There will also be new boilers at
the JR and Churchill Hospitals along with a building
management system that optimises the hospitals’
energy usage for efficiencies and waste
reductions.
Old lighting in these buildings is also being

tonnes of potential CO2 annual savings
identified and the possibility for each
household to save an average of £450 each
on their bills. The Hub properties secured
Energy Company Obligation (ECO) funding
for external wall insulation in sixteen pilot
homes which were completed in 2014.
Barton resident John Cavendish
commented: “The evening after the
insulation had been put up the house was
noticeably warmer… and we can sit in our
lounge without a blanket over us!”
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replaced with new, low energy light fittings. These
three components together will allow the Oxford
University Hospitals NHS Trust to save upwards of
75% in energy consumption. When the major
project is finished, it should deliver a saving of just
over 10,000 tonnes of carbon a year, or a total of
270,000 tonnes of CO2 over a 25-year period; the
equivalent to taking 3,000 cars off the road every
year.
Oxford Bus Company saves over 100 tonnes
CO2 a year with LED lighting refit
A core value at Oxford Bus Company is operating
in a socially responsible manner. The benefits of
LED lighting have been known for some time but it
needed a solid business case and considerable
research to get this lighting refit project off the
ground. Finance and Commercial Director Luke
Marion worked hard to put together a solution
that best met the needs of the business, and its
commitment to being environmentally
responsible. UK LED surveyed the building and
put together a comprehensive proposal for
retrofitting the bulbs and fittings to the various
areas of the depot. The costs were in excess of
£65k, but the investment by OBC is expected to
save 197,000kWh of electricity each year, leading
to substantial cost savings and reducing annual
CO2 emissions by more
than 107 tonnes.

Energy

Powering up Oxford through local
electricity and heat production...
What we’ve done
In 2005 the idea that local, renewable
generation would become common place
was only envisaged by a few. The feed-in
tariff incentives for generating low carbon
electricity had yet to be introduced and the
cost of solar panels was prohibitively high
for the majority of businesses and
homeowners.
Now our rooftops are generating clean
electricity.
Community energy action has been
accelerated by the OxFutures programme
which was a partnership between the City
and County Councils and the Low Carbon
Hub to scale up local energy projects and
ran from 2012 to 2016. Since 2012 it has
supported several projects such as
generation on the Thames at

sourced from the nearby lake.
Some of Oxford’s biggest employers are
making giant strides too. MINI Plant
Oxford has installed 11,500 solar panels at
its Cowley site outputting 3MWp, and the
Oxford University Hospitals NHS Trust is
constructing its ‘Energy Link’ project which
will reduce the carbon footprint of the John
Radcliffe and Churchill hospitals by a third.

Osney Lock Hydro (operational since 2015),
and numerous rooftop solar projects such as
those at Oxford Bus Company (2013) and
Larkrise Primary School (2014). These
projects go beyond the national policies
because they were only possible due to the
very enthusiastic and active community
energy community in and around Oxford.
Thanks to the funding, the Low Carbon
Hub has developed its business model and
has just commissioned an ambitious new
hydro scheme at Sandford Lock. Looking to
the future, the Hub are continuing to
innovate with exciting projects such as the
Hinksey Heat scheme, which could see the
Hinksey outdoor pool and neighbouring
buildings heated
using latent
energy

MINI Plant Oxford
has installed 11,500
solar panels at its
Cowley site

The Challenges
The driving force behind solar panel
installations, the government’s ‘feed-in
tariff’ incentive that pays for the electricity
that you generate, was substantially reduced
in 2016. So it is even more important that
we take local action to find ways to increase
our renewable generation, and find low
carbon ways to provide heating and cooling,
if we want to decarbonise.
Organisations around the city are looking

for new ways to increase low carbon
generation, heating and cooling. One way to
do this is through ‘smart technology’ like the
PV/battery systems that project ERIC has
piloted in Rosehill. Low Carbon Hub is
leading the second phase of the OxFutures
partnership to explore the best
opportunities for Oxford and Oxfordshire to
invest in sustainable solutions for its
electricity grid. Low Carbon Oxford will be
working as part of that partnership to
transfer knowledge to businesses around
the city and county.

By 2020...
Oxford’s CO2e emissions will have
continued to reduce further thanks to the
implementation of the these actions:
Community renewable energy schemes;
Project ERIC; MINI Plant & Oxford Bus
Company PV installation.

Hinksey outdoor
pool and local
buildings heated by
nearby lake

Generation on the
Thames at Osney
Lock Hydro
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Case studies
Hinksey Heat – using a lake
to power the local community
Oxford’s Hinksey Outdoor Pool is one of the
Council’s largest users of heat. The Low Carbon
Hub (the Hub) is working with Oxford City Council
to explore the potential for a community-owned,
low-carbon, district heat network, using Hinksey
Lake as a renewable heat source. Studies so far
have found that there is enough latent energy
within the lake to heat nearly 100 houses, plus the
local primary school and Hinskey Pool. A
technical study concluded that a heat pump
based solution offers the potential to eventually
reduce the pool’s CO2 emissions by over 75% as
well as providing an affordable, clean, green
energy supply to the local community. For
Hinksey Pool this means an estimated reduction
of 368 tCO2 in year one. The Hub are currently
looking into funding models for the project.

MINI's energy production
is through the roof

Community energy: solar schools
As part of the OxFutures partnership project, the
Hub has delivered renewable energy projects
with businesses, schools and communities in
Oxfordshire since 2012. In summer 2015 and 2016,
the Hub delivered solar projects on 25 schools,
including Cheney, Larkrise and Rose Hill in Oxford.
The Hub's model delivers both carbon
reductions and a community benefit through
returns to local stakeholders, support for
community projects and reduced bills for schools.
The Hub also delivered solar projects with
businesses including Oxford Bus Company, Owen
Mumford, Norbar Torque Tools, Prodrive and CTG.
Case studies for all of these can be found on the
Low Carbon Hub website.
The Hub has recently completed its hydro
project at Sandford Upon Thames to help return

MINI Plant Oxford goes solar
More than 11,500 panels have been helping
to harness renewable energy to power
Oxford’s MINI Plant since 2014. At around
19,000 square metres, the plant’s bodyshop
now boasts one of the largest, roof-mounted
solar farms installed in the UK. The
photovoltaic system has a generating
capacity of over 3 MW and generates
enough electricity to power the equivalent
of 850 households.
The plant’s bodyshop, which contains

1,000 robots, was opened at the end of 2013
to build the new MINI hatchback. The
building already has an impressive list of
environmental credentials including 3,869
individually programmable LED lights, a
special energy-saving “rest mode” for the
robots, a water harvesting system to supply
the toilets and so-called ‘heat wheels’ in the
building’s roof to control the recirculation
and admission of fresh air to reduce the
amount of heating and cooling required.
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the Lasher Weir to its historic role as a provider of
clean energy. This project will generate 1,600
MWh per year - the equivalent demand of 450
homes, or most of Sandford.
Heat pump saves over 100 tCO2 a year at
Plant Sciences building
The expansion of the greenhouse heating and
cooling systems at the University of Oxford's Plant
Sciences building was an opportunity for
efficiency.
The new configuration works by recovering
waste energy between the heating and cooling
systems. It works in all weathers and is at its
highest efficiency during milder, winter
conditions. As a back up, traditional air source
heat pumps on-site top-up demand if needed.
The end result is: 20% more 'conditioned'
greenhouse space; around 10% less electricity
use, savings of around 111 tCO2 and £25k a year.
The end result is the ability to condition a bigger
volume of space and reduce overall electricity
use at the same time. With the backup heat
pumps in place for extra demand in the heights of
summer and depths of winter, the new
configuration will work to recover the most
energy in all weather
conditions.

Transport

Sustainable transport in Oxford...
What we’ve done
In 2005 Oxford was already in the process
of modernising its transport system in order
to address congestion and air pollution. The
city centre had already been designated an
air quality management area because
minimum targets for nitrogen dioxide were
not met. In 1998 Cornmarket Street was
pedestrianised and in 1999 congestion was
controlled further by the introduction of
bus gates on the High St and relocation of
bus stops from Queen Street to St Aldates.
As part of the Transform Oxford
programme, joint ticketing and coordinated
routes between the city’s two major bus
operators were introduced in 2011, avoiding
unnecessary duplication of routes by
different companies and improving
efficiency of vehicle resources.

to move beyond this minimum standard
with the large scale introduction of Euro VI
standard vehicles, which reduce NOx levels
much further. This has led to significant
improvements in air quality, and initiatives
such as the introduction of hybrid engines
buses have delivered associated reductions
in carbon emissions of 2700 CO2e per year,
as well as reducing noise pollution in our
streets.

By 2010 further analysis showed that
other hotspots were also at risk and the
whole city was declared an air quality
management area. While many measures to
reduce carbon emissions will also improve
air quality, this is not always the case: e.g.
fuel for biomass boilers and wood burning
stoves can help lower carbon emissions, but
will contribute to air pollution. So in 2014
Oxford introduced a combined ‘Low
Emission Strategy’ which combines policies
to address these duel concerns and this
approach is now considered best practice.
Since 2014 Oxford’s Low Emission Zone
has been put in place. It limits the nitrogen
dioxide emissions permitted on certain
roads in the city centre by local buses to a
minimum of “Euro V” standard. Both of the
city’s major bus operators have now begun

The Challenges
As Oxford grows, the pressure on our
transport system increases, leading to
higher carbon emissions.
To enable Oxford’s residents and visitors
to use clean, electric cars we need to invest
in charging infrastructure and overcome
barriers such as helping residents who don’t
have a driveway and can’t install their own
charging point.
Moving towards clean, mass transit

70 Oxonbikes
across 14 stations
130 plus electric vehicle
charging points by 2020
Railway
electrification

Zero Emissions
Zone by 2020
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solutions such as even lower emissions
buses and train electrification will take time
and effort. Looking beyond 2020 the city
and county councils are exploring how a
Zero Emissions Zone (ZEZ) might build
upon the existing Low Emission Zone - see
case study on the next page.

By 2020...
Oxford’s CO2e emissions from transport will
have reduced further following the
implementation of these actions: Go Ultra
Low Oxford: On-street Vehicle Charging
and Taxi Scheme; Low Emissions Zone;
railway electrification; national policies for
the use of road biofuels and vehicle
efficiency; Low Carbon Oxford pathfinders'
fleet energy reduction investment; and, Low
Carbon Oxford North Electric Vehicle
Summertown.

Hybrid engined
buses reduced
carbon emissions
(2,700 CO2e per
year)

Case studies
Oxford City Council switching to electric
vehicles
Transport accounts for 20% of Oxford City
Council's CO2 emissions. As part of the
Council's commitment to an annual 5% reduction
in CO2 emissions, the fleet was analysed in order
to see where the opportunities were to both cut
costs and carbon. While the council had already
introduced a number of low to zero emission
vehicles in its fleet, an opportunity was identified
to replace a number of pool vehicles with the fully
electric Nissan Leaf. Through analysis of
workplace travel it was determined that 82% of
journeys were within the Oxford ring road – a
range suitable for EVs. Each Leaf introduced
represented a £2,645 saving over six years and an
annual carbon reduction of 1.5 -1.9 tonnes of CO2
per vehicle based on 10,000 miles driven each
year. After considering these facts, Oxford
City Council decided to increase the number of
Leafs to eight, bringing the overall EV/LEV fleet
composition to 16%.
This upgrade represents only a portion of
the actions being undertaken to reduce the
footprint of the Council’s vehicle fleet.
Through a combination of vehicle replacement,
driver training and behavioural changes, Oxford
City Council was able to see an 83 tCO2 reduction
between 2012 and 2013.

On your bike!
OXONBIKE partnership initiative provides
electric and pedal bike hire across Oxford
Oxford’s OXONBIKE bike hire scheme aims
to get more people out of their cars and onto
two wheels. OXONBIKE is supported by
Oxford Brookes University, the University
of Oxford, the NHS Trusts and the City
Council and operated by Hourbike. The
current network offers 70 bikes at 14
docking stations across the city, including
six electric bikes at Oxford rail station.
OXONBIKE provides an affordable,
sustainable transport for everyone. At time
of publication pedal bikes are £1 an hour

and e-bikes are £2, with free journey periods
for annual members.
Levan Chikobava, a medical student living
in Jericho, told OXONBIKE how the electric
bikes have transformed his daily commute:
‘I have been working at the JR hospital and
needed to cycle up Headington Hill, which
was really annoying. The e-bikes have
solved the problem. The price is
comparable to the bus, but OXONBIKE is
much more flexible and faster. Plus, it’s
good for my health and the environment.’
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Low Emissions Zone reduces emissions
from public transport in city centre
Although primarily targeting air quality, the Oxford
Low Emission Zone (LEZ) introduced in 2014 also
reduces greenhouse gas emissions through more
efficient technologies. Each year, the Euro V and
Euro VI compliant buses running on Oxford’s
streets are expected to save 2,718 tCO2 per year
as compared to older buses used before the
introduction of the LEZ. The more efficient buses
also help bus companies reduce their fuel
consumption.
To support emission reduction Oxford City
Council and Oxfordshire County Council have
proposed to introduce the world’s first Zero
Emission Zone in Oxford city centre. The Zone will
commence in 2020, with a small number of
streets, and will grow across the whole city centre
in phases.
With some of the UK’s most environmentallyfriendly bus companies operating in Oxford, a
simple step residents can take to help reduce
emissions in Oxford is to simply leave the car at
home and catch a bus instead.

Waste

Managing our waste
to reduce emissions...
What we've done
Emissions associated with our waste
represents only 1% of the city’s emissions
and waste emissions are not a mandatory
part of the Covenant of Mayors reporting
requirements. However they have been
voluntarily included to better represent the
city’s emissions. When it comes to our
waste, the impact on climate change relates
predominantly to the emission of
greenhouse gases such as methane, rather
than carbon dioxide. For this reason, we
have chosen to focus on ‘carbon equivalent
emissions’ in this report so that we capture

that food waste is increasingly recycled by
anaerobic digestion.

The Challenges
The good news is the actions to reduce
emissions from waste needed to meet our
2020 targets are complete. However looking
beyond 2020 we will need to do more to
reduce emissions further as well as manage
our material resources more efficiently.
There is a very strong movement to
reduce food waste and to source our food
sustainably in Oxford through initiatives
such as Good Food Oxford, the Food Surplus
Cafe and the Oxford Food Bank to name a
few. Oxford City Council successfully
launched an initiative that ensured that by

the impact of all greenhouse gases.
Significant measures have already been
implemented to reduce Oxford’s emissions
from waste, especially through the Energy
from waste process at the Ardley Energy
Recovery Facility (ERF) which was
constructed in 2014.
As of today, approximately 98% of
residential waste is diverted from landfills
and the emissions from waste decreased by
52% from 2005 to 2012. Oxford also takes
significant steps towards decreasing the
amount of food going to waste and ensuring

2017 all flats in the city had a food waste
collection service. However, Oxford City
Council also recognises the need to reduce
waste as well as recycle it.
Low Carbon Oxford launched its Material
Oxford report in October 2016, which
analysed the material footprint of the city. A
key finding was that the city uses around
12,000 tonnes of materials – sourced locally
and globally – every day. The report will
inform future events and workshops to help
organisations in Oxford act and collaborate
on smarter material resource management.

By 2020...
Oxford has already implemented its
planned actions to reduce waste CO2e
emissions by nearly 12 thousand tonnes.

Approximately 98% of residential waste is
diverted from landfills to Ardley Incinerator

All communal
properties can
access food
waste collection
services

Anerobic digestion
provides enough
energy for 4,000
homes

2 https://www.oxfordshire.gov.uk/cms/content/what-weare-doing-reduce-landfill
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Emissions from waste
decreased by 52% from
2005 to 2012

Case studies

Ardley Energy Recovery Facility
brings an end to landfill
Over 7000 tCO2e per year will be avoided due to
the Ardley Energy Recovery Facility (ERF) which
has been operating since 2014. Treating 300,000
tonnes of non-recyclable waste each year, it will
divert at least 95% of Oxfordshire’s residual
municipal waste away from landfill and generate
enough electricity to power around 38,000
homes. The visitor centre at the site, near Bicester,
runs regular guided tours for schools and other
groups to learn more about the process.
Pioneering flats recycling
scheme rolled out in Oxford
A third of Oxford’s residents live in communal
properties, which until recently had limited
facilities for recycling waste compared with
houses. In 2014, Oxford City Council embarked on
a project to improve recycling in flats, starting with
its own Council properties and Houses of Multiple
Occupation (HMOs). Food recycling bins
were delivered into communal bin stores,
and kitchen caddies, free compostable liners
and information were provided to over
16,000 properties. Good participation from
residents meant that nearly 80 tonnes of
food was collected in the first year and in 2015/16
the scheme was successfully extended to
privately managed communal properties.

Food for thought
Oxford’s Food Surplus café – good for people and planet
The Oxford Food Surplus Cafe was set up to
help redress the imbalance in our food
system by reclaiming surplus food and
transforming it into delicious healthy meals,
helping to reconnect people with the food
they eat. Surplus food is collected the day
before an event, with the majority coming
from the Oxford Food Bank, and the
cooking team plan a menu out of the
sometimes random collection of
ingredients. Using the pay-as-you-feel

system, customers contribute either what
they can afford or what they think the food,
space and idea are worth. Since launching in
April 2014, the cafe has run roughly once a
month, with an average of 350 customers at
each event, preventing nearly 1.5 tonnes of
food waste. It is supported by the
Community Action Group (CAG) Project,
Europe’s largest local network of
community groups and organisations
working on waste and carbon reduction.

Understanding
Oxford's material
issues...

Material
Oxford
rd City
missioned by Oxfo
A scoping study com
how
on Oxford to map out
Council for Low Carb
the
track
and
d
understan
we might, as a city,
s
the natural resource
of
y
abilit
avail
and
status
y to function as a city.
that underpin our abilit

1

Did you know we need a one and three
quarter mile freight train of material
resources to sustain Oxford’s material
needs, every day?
Material Oxford is about understanding all of
our material issues: what we need material
resources for, and particularly understanding
how we can make sure this train arrives for
us, each day, on into the future, to meet our
needs. It’s not just the materials we can move
around, it’s our landscape too. The fresh air,
beauty, clean water, and space to live
and work that we get from places in and
around the city. In this report we
present a new methodology for
understanding and tracking the most
significant of these material issues.
Download a copy of the report here
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Time To Act

So, where next?

OFF

Reduce costs by investing in energy
efficiency: from switching off
equipment to investing in smarter building
operations there are savings to be made
at every budget and size of business

“As a city we’ve made great strides over the
past 5 years in reducing our carbon
footprint, and it’s really important for us
to maintain this momentum to give Oxford
a sustainable, prosperous future. At Oxford
Bus Company we’ve carried out several
innovative schemes to reduce our
emissions and have seen a direct positive
impact from these on our bottom line.
Technology is improving all the time and so
we’d encourage our fellow local businesses
to look again at the energy saving
opportunities that may be available to
them. From our experience they may well
be pleasantly surprised by the payback
periods these can offer.”

“Reducing our carbon emissions makes
sense in terms of managing premises
costs and delivering a sustainable estate,
creating well managed facilities and also
contributing to energy saving for the
city and region.
We hope at Oxford Brookes University that
we deliver a range of innovations
around both energy efficient equipment and
design as well as generating power to
support our estate as part of our
commitment to social responsibility.”

Sue Holmes,
Oxford Brookes
University

Invest in local energy projects
like those run by the Low Carbon
Hub and the city’s
community
energy
groups

Improve resilience by
de-risking material
dependencies using
smart resource
management

Drive
innovation by
adopting and
developing
sustainable
products and
services

Phil Southall,
Oxford Bus Company

Work together to raise
awareness of their
neighbours to the benefits
of free and low-cost
energy efficiency measures,
and how to access support
for those living in fuel poverty
“Rose Hill and Iffley Low Carbon was
founded in 2013. Since then, we’ve successfully
lobbied for: 190 solar PV panels on Rose Hill
Community Centre (thanks, Oxford City
Council!), 109 solar PV panels on the primary
school (thanks, Low Carbon Hub!) and solar PV
with cutting edge battery storage on 82 local
homes with a community electric car (thanks,
Project ERIC, City Council and Green Square
Housing Association). We also try to help
people in fuel poverty to use less energy
through thermal imaging campaigns and advice
sessions. Our aim: to be the first zero-carbon
estate in the country!"

Eleanor Watts,
Rose Hill and Iffley
Low Carbon goup

Drive local action by working
together in a community action group
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Appendix A
Appendix A: Covenant of Mayors and the
Sustainable Energy Action Plan method
The Route Map to 2020 develops future emissions scenarios for
Oxford based on projected patterns of national energy use applied
at a local level, as well as estimates of local projects and polices.
The assessment of historic emissions in the city is the starting point
for the emissions scenarios. Data used to estimate the historic
energy consumption and emissions in Oxford come from the
Department of Energy and Climate Change’s (DECC) ‘Sub-national
total final energy consumption data’ which provides data from
2005 to 2014.
The dataset provides energy consumption data for the Oxford
City Council administrative area from which the emissions can
be estimated. 2005 was chosen as the ‘baseline year’ as this is
the closest to the year suggested by Covenant of Mayors, 1990,
for which local data are available. Furthermore, to monitor the
progress made to date, the energy and emission levels in 2012
have been analysed. The energy and emissions calculated for
2005 and 2012 are referred to as the ‘Baseline [Energy and]
Emissions Inventory’ (BEI; Appendix B) and ‘Monitoring [Energy
and] Emissions Inventory’ (MEI; Appendix C).
Publicly available UK energy projections were reviewed
and draft emissions scenarios were created based on these
projections and presented to attendees at the Oxford Sustainable
Energy Action Plan (SEAP) stakeholder workshops held between
February 11 – 18th 2016.
Using the data collected and identified during these workshops,
the scenarios could subsequently be revised to further reflect relevant
circumstances identified.
The scenarios are used for the development of Oxford’s SEAP in
order to present future emissions projections in the Business as Usual
(BAU) scenario, meaning no further actions other than those already
embedded in legislation are taken to reduce emissions in the future, and
a ‘With Intervention’ scenario (i.e. with a SEAP). The Route Map 2020 has
estimated future emission reductions for a range of actions covering
several contributing sectors in order to support targets for the SEAP.

Baseline Energy and Emissions Inventory and
Monitoring Energy and Emissions Inventory
Developing a BEEI is prerequisite step of the Covenant of Mayors
Sustainable Energy Action Plan. The BEEI functions as an estimate
of the energy consumption and associated emissions from the
city or region for the baseline year, broken down by sector. This

is traditionally the starting point for the development of SEAPs,
against which any emission targets are set. The development of
the MEEI is similar to the BEEI, but instead measures the progress
of the SEAP at a later point in time, often in connection to the latest
available data year or the year at which the city’s SEAP work is
commenced.
For Oxford’s 2005 baseline year, emissions were estimated to
1.03 million tonnes of CO2 equivalents (CO2e). The progress to date
was analysed for the 2012 ‘monitoring year’ for which emissions
were estimated to 0.89 million tonnes of CO2e. This represents a
reduction of 12.8 % between 2005 and 2012.

“A Baseline [Energy and] Emission
Inventory is a quantification of the
amount of CO2 emitted due to energy
consumption in the territory of a
Covenant signatory within a given
period of time – the recommended
base year being 1990. It allows
[signatories] to identify the principal
sources of CO2 emissions and their
respective reduction potentials.”
National Scenarios
National statistics for the Routemap 2020 and SEAP development
were provided by DECC and National Grid to provide a starting
point for the estimate of future energy demands in Oxford.
The BAU scenario provides an estimate of what energy use
and emissions that will be likely to occur in Oxford up to 2020
in the absence of any actions to reduce emissions. The ‘With
Intervention’ scenario provides an estimate of what the energy use
and emissions will be in Oxford by 2020 if national policies and
identified local projections and policies are implemented. These
impacts were developed using national estimates for the impact
of national policies and local data gathered from Oxford SEAP
stakeholders.

Business as Usual Scenario
The BAU scenario assumes no actions are taken to reduce
emissions beyond those already in place at the start of the
projection period (here 2012). In order to determine the BAU
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emissions in the absence of any actions and policies/interventions,
various national energy projections datasets were evaluated. Two
principal sources of national energy projections were identified:
• DECC Updated Energy and Emissions projections: 20141
• National Grid’s Future Energy Scenarios2 (NFES)
These energy projection models use underlying assumptions based on
projected population growth, economic growth, fossil fuel prices and
other related variables.

Quantifying local actions
Local actions were quantified through identification of existing
and planned projects during the SEAP stakeholder workshops
held in February 2016. Data were subsequently collected through
‘data requests’ and ‘key stakeholder engagements’ with identified
actors in the months following the workshops, estimating impacts
from a range of local actions and sectors including community
renewable projects, transport low emission zones, and private
sector commitments through the Low Carbon Oxford Pathfinders.
See Table A1.

Changing carbon intensity of electricity grid
Through the introduction of renewable energy sources for
electricity generation, the carbon intensity of the UK grid is
expected to decrease.3 The Covenant of Mayors methodology
does not account for changing electricity emission factors, but
instead utilises a constant carbon intensity for the BEEI, MEEI and
projected target year. Using the Covenant of Mayors methodology
applying a constant electricity emission factor, emissions by 2020
are expected to decrease to 0.72 million tonnes of CO2e. This
represents a reduction of 29.6 % compared to the 2005 baseline.
Utilising a projected changing carbon intensity in line with
DECC’s UK local authority and regional carbon dioxide emissions
national statistics 2005 – 2014, Oxford’s emissions by 2020 could
be expected to decrease an additional 91,800 tonnes to 0.63
million tonnes of CO2e.4 This represents a reduction of 38.5%
compared to the 2005 baseline.

1 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/updated-energy-and-emissions-projections-2014
2 http://www2.nationalgrid.com/uk/industry-information/future-of-energy/future-energy-scenarios/
3 http://www.cibsejournal.com/opinion/moving-to-a-zero-carbon-electrically-powered-future/
4 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/uk-local-authority-and-regional-carbon-dioxide-emissions-national-statistics-2005-2014

Appendix B

Local Actions
Key actions

MUNCIPAL BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT / FACILITIES
Oxford City Council - Own Estate Reductions
TERTIARY BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT / FACILITIES
Low Carbon Oxford Pathfinders - Commercial
LES Priority N3 - Planning for low carbon development
University of Oxford
Oxford Brookes University
NHS - Lighting retrofit
Building Regultions 2010
Building Regulations 2013
Products Policy
Smart Metering
ESOS
ND RHI
CRC
PRS Regulations
RESIDENTIAL BUILDINGS
OCC Private Housing Energy Efficiency Measures
OCC Social Housing Energy Efficiency Measures
Building Regs 2010
Building Regs 2013
Products Policy
Smart Metering
Domestic RHI
ECO/Green Deal
Low Carbon Oxford North Housing Refurbishment
PUBLIC LIGHTING
Oxford County Council - LED Lights

Responsible
body

Implementation
timeframe

Oxford City Council

2012

Oxford City Council
Oxford City Council
University of Oxford
Oxford Brookes University
NHS Trust
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy

Oxford City Council
Oxford City Council
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
Community Group

2012
2012
2012
2012
2012
2010
2013
2009
2012
2016
2012
2012
2016

2012
2012
2012
2014
2012
2012
2012
2014
2012

Oxfordshire County Council
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2015

Estimates in 2020
Energy savings
[MWh/a]

Renewable
energy production
[MWh/a]

CO2e reduction
[t/a]

2020

5,053
5,053		

1,799
1,799

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

208,495
7,455
53,786
76,645
8,785
859
16,216
654
25,194
5,675
1,745
4,670
3,563
3,247

72,193
2,655
17,000
27,293
3,128
408
5,774
233
8,971
2,021
621
1,663
1,269
1,156

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

84,400
162
720
19,569
308
33,794
13,176
8,378
8,278
16

24,090
63
206
5,582
88
9,639
3,758
2,390
2,361
5

2020

68
68

32
32

Appendix B
Key actions

INDUSTRY
Low Carbon Oxford Pathfinders - Industrial
Building Regul;ations 2010
Building Regulations 2013
Products policy
ESOS
ND RHI
CRC
PRS Regulations
TRANSPORT
Chiltern Railway Cowley Branch
Low emissions Zone
Go Ultra Low
Train Electrification
Oxford City Council - Fleet energy reduction
Road biofuels (RTFO 8%)
Road Vehicle Efficiencies
Low Carbon Oxford North Electric Vehicle Summertown
LOCAL ELECTRICITY PRODUCTION
Community renewable energy schemes
Project ERIC
Oxford Bus Company PV Installation
BMW PV Installation
LOCAL HEAT/COLD PRODUCTION
NHS Energy Link
OTHER
Waste Incineration and Recycling
Low Carbon Oxford Group Tree Planting West Oxford

Responsible
body

Implementation
timeframe

Private Sector
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy
National Policy

2012
2012
2014
2009
2016
2012
2012
2016

Chiltern Railways
Oxford City Council
Oxford City Council
National Rail
Oxford City Council
National Policy
National Policy
Community Group

2018
2014
2016
2019
2012
2017
2012
2012

Oxford City Council
Project ERIC
Oxford Bus Company
BMW

2015
2015
2013
2012

NHS Trust

2017

Viridor and Oxford City Council
Community Group

TOTAL

2014
2012

Estimates in 2020
Energy savings
[MWh/a]

CO2e reduction
[t/a]

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

8,420
3,217
1,370
10
714
419
2,491
81
118

2,998
1,146
488
4
254
149
887
29
42

2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020
2020

88,560
2,760
10,808
151
2,283
2,505
25,799
44,248
5

21,759
675
2,719
37
574
613
6,313
10,827
1
3,652
796
175
120
2,560

2020
2020
2014
2013

2020

36,433
36,433

1,899.575
378
83
64
1,374
10,392
10,392
11,585
11,583
1

2020
2020
431,429
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Renewable
energy production
[MWh/a]

3,652

146,749

Appendix C: Baseline Emission Inventory (BEI) - 2005
Total final energy demand
This worksheet contains Oxford’s Baseline Emission Inventory (BEI) established for the year 2005

FINAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION [MWh]
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Category
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as
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al

Renewable energies
fu
el
s

Fossil fuels

BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES AND INDUSTRIES
Municipal buildings,
equipment/facilities

7,605

12,002

19,607

Tertiary* buildings,
equipment/facilities

451,762 		

665,676

1,117,438

Residential
buildings

249,953

919,562

Municipal
public lighting

6,022

Industries**

208,963

308,271

102,339

SUBTOTAL BUILDINGS

924,305 0

1,905,511 0

107,296 0

4,957

4,275

4,641

1,183,388
6,022

146
0

0

4,421

619,719
4,641

0

0

0

0

0

2,946,174

TRANSPORT
Municipal fleet

3,769

Public transport

60,115

Private and
commercial transport

171,230 274,272

SUBTOTAL TRANSPORT

0

0

TOTAL

924,305 0

0

0

1,905,511 0

0

235,115

		

3,769
60,115

274,272 0

107,296 235,115 274,272 0

		

445,502

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

509,387

4,421

4,641

0

0

0

0

0

3,455,560

*non municipal **excluding industries involved in the EU Emission trading scheme - ETS
Source: The document draws on data from the Raw Data and Input Calcs sheet, which contains data for Oxford from Oxford City Council’s own reporting, Oxfordshire Council (public lighting), and DECC’s sub national total final energy statistics.
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Appendix C: Baseline Emission Inventory (BEI) - 2005
CO2 or CO2
equivalent
emissions

CO2 emissions [t]/ CO2 equivalent emissions [t]
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Category
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Renewable energies

Fossil fuels

BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES AND INDUSTRIES
Municipal buildings,
equipment/facilities

3,614

2,453

6,607

Tertiary* buildings,
equipment/facilities

214,655 		

136,064

350,719

Residential buildings

118,765

187,958

Municipal public lighting

2,861

Industries**

99,289

63,011

29,156

SUBTOTAL BUILDINGS

493,183 0

389,486 0

30,569

1,412

1,451

1,804

311,390
2,861

50
0

0

0

1,500

191,505
1,804

0

0

0

0

0

862,542

TRANSPORT
Municipal fleet

1,008

Public transport

16,084

Private and
commercial transport

45,814

69,443

62,907

69,443

SUBTOTAL TRANSPORT

0

0

0

0

0

		

1,008
16,084

0

0

0

0

0

0

		

115,257

0

132,350

0

OTHER
Waste management

															
27,692

Waste water management
SUBTOTAL OTHER
TOTAL

439,183 0

389,486 0

30,569

62,907

69,443

Corresponding CO2emission factors in [t/MWh]

0.475

0.204

0.285

0.268

0.253

CO2 emission factor for
electricity not produced
locally [t/MWh]

0.475

0

1,500

1,804

0.339

0.389

0

0

0

0

0

1,022,585

*non municipal **excluding industries involved in the EU Emission trading scheme - ETS
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Appendix C: Baseline Emission Inventory (BEI) - 2005
Local electricity production and corresponding CO2 emissions
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Locally generated electricity
(excluding ETS plants, and all
plants/units > 20 MW)
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[M ted
W
N
h]
ga atu
s ra
l

Energy carrier input [MWh]

CO2 / CO2-eq
emissions [t]

Corresponding
CO2- emission
factors for
electricity
production in
[t/MWh]

Wind power

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hydroelectric power

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Photovoltaic

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Combined Heat and Power

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Local heat/cold production (district heating/cooling, CHPs…)
and corresponding CO2 emissions
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Energy carrier input [MWh]

CO2 / CO2-eq
emissions [t]

Corresponding
CO2- emission
factors for
electricity
production in
[t/MWh]

Combined Heat and Power

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

District Heating Plant(s)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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Appendix D: Monitoring Emission Inventory (MEI) - 2012
Total final energy demand
This worksheet contains Oxford’s
Monitoring Emission Inventory (MEI)
established for the year 2012 with
constant emission factors (same as 2005)
as used by the Covenant of Mayors

FINAL ENERGY CONSUMPTION [MWh]
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Renewable energies
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Fossil fuels

BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES AND INDUSTRIES
Municipal buildings,
equipment/facilities

5,694

11,351

17,045

Tertiary* buildings,
equipment/facilities

500,954 		

604,778

1,105,732

Residential
buildings

226,890

722,319

Municipal
public lighting

5,858

Industries**

154,121

SUBTOTAL BUILDINGS

893,517

4,806

2,770

4,652

961,437
5,858

0

187,424

61,200

1,525,872 0

66,006

1,018
0

0

0

3,788

403,763
4,652

0

0

0

0

0

2,493,835

TRANSPORT
Municipal fleet

6,748

Public transport

63,348

Private and
commercial transport

206,059 193,593

SUBTOTAL TRANSPORT

0

0

TOTAL

893,517 0

0

0

1,525,872 0

		

6,748
63,348

0

276,154

193,593 0

66,006

276,154 193,593 0

		

399,652

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

469,747

3,788

4,652

0

0

0

0

0

2,963,582

*non municipal **excluding industries involved in the EU Emission trading scheme - ETS
Source: The document draws on data from the Raw Data and Input Calcs sheet, which contains data for Oxford from Oxford City Council’s own reporting, Oxfordshire Council (public lighting), and DECC’s sub national total final energy statistics.
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Appendix D: Monitoring Emission Inventory (MEI) - 2012
CO2 or CO2
equivalent
emissions

CO2 emissions [t]/ CO2 equivalent emissions [t]

To
ta
l

O
th
er

fu
el
s
Pl
an
tO
il
Bi
of
ue
l

fo
ss
il
O
th
er

Co
al

Li
gn
ite

D
ie
se
l

Ga
so
lin
e

O
il
H
ea
tin
g

ga
s
Li
qu
id

N
at
ur
al
ga
s

H
ea
t/
co
ld

El
ec
tr
ic
ity

Category

bi
om
as
So
s
la
rt
he
rm
al
Ge
ot
he
rm
al

Renewable energies

Fossil fuels

BUILDINGS, EQUIPMENT/FACILITIES AND INDUSTRIES
Municipal buildings,
equipment/facilities

2,706

2,320

5,026

Tertiary* buildings,
equipment/facilities

238,028 		

123,617

361,645

Residential buildings

107,807

147,642

Municipal public lighting

2,783

Industries**

73,230

38,310

SUBTOTAL BUILDINGS

424,555 0

311,888

1,369

940

1,808

259,566
2,783

17,436
0

18,805

345
0

0

0

1,285

129,321
1,808

0

0

0

0

0

758,341

TRANSPORT
Municipal fleet

1,765

Public transport

16,572

Private and
commercial transport

53,907

47,531

72,245

47,531

0

SUBTOTAL TRANSPORT

0

0

0

0

		

1,765
16,572

0

0

0

0

0

0

		

101,438

0

119,776

0

OTHER
															
13,364

Waste management
Waste water management
SUBTOTAL OTHER
TOTAL

424,555 0

311,888 0

18,805

72,245

47,531

Corresponding CO2emission factors in [t/MWh]

0.475

0.204

0.285

0.262

0.246

0.47515

% of electricity not
produced locally

CO2 emission factor for
electricity not produced
locally [t/MWh]

100%

CO2 emission factor for electricity
produced locally [t/MWh]

25

0

0.00

1,285

1,808

0.339

0.389

% of electricity
produced locally

0

0.0049%

0

0

0

0

891,381

*non municipal **excluding industries involved in
the EU Emission trading scheme - ETS

Appendix D: Monitoring Emission Inventory (MEI) - 2012
Local electricity production and corresponding CO2 emissions
re
ne
w
ab
O
le
th
er

O
th
er

Pl
an
to
il

W
as
te

Co
al

Li
gn
ite

St
ea
m

oi
l
H
ea
tin
g

ga
s
Li
qu
id

bi
om
as
s

Fossil fuels

Locally generated electricity
(excluding ETS plants, and all
plants/units > 20 MW)

O
th
er

Lo
ca
el lly
ec g
tr en
ic e
ity ra
[M ted
W
N
h]
ga atu
s ra
l

Energy carrier input [MWh]

CO2 / CO2-eq
emissions [t]

Corresponding
CO2- emission
factors for
electricity
production in
[t/MWh]

Wind power

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Hydroelectric power

33

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Photovoltaic

10.4

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Combined Heat and Power

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Local heat/cold production (district heating/cooling, CHPs…)
and corresponding CO2 emissions
re
ne
w
ab
le

bi
om
as
s

O
th
er

O
th
er

W
as
te

Co
al

Li
gn
ite

Pl
an
to
il

oi
l
H
ea
tin
g

ga
s
Li
qu
id

Locally generated
heat/cold

Fossil fuels

O
th
er

Lo
ca
el lly
ec g
tr en
ic e
ity ra
[M ted
W
N
h]
ga atu
s ra
l

Energy carrier input [MWh]

CO2 / CO2-eq
emissions [t]

Corresponding
CO2- emission
factors for
electricity
production in
[t/MWh]

Combined Heat and Power

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

District Heating Plant(s)

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Other

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

TOTAL

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
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‘Low Carbon Oxford: A Route Map to 2020’ has been
developed by Oxford City Council. The Council would like to
acknowledge the support of Aether Ltd in delivering the
Sustainable Energy Action Plan which underpins this
publication, for their help in running stakeholder engagement
workshops and for the support of Low Carbon Oxford
Pathfinders and the other organisations who have provided
data and commentary that informed the action plan.
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